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The LaLiT Mumbai collaborated with ‘Access For All’ and dove into enlightening 
discussions on diversity, moderated by Siddhant Shah for an interactive discussion 
on 4th January which is observed as World Braille Day, honoring the beauty of 
Braille with students of The Victoria Memorial School and The LaLiT team
members. They also learned to write their names in braille!

World Braille Day

Pranab Barui, our Mental Health
Counsellor, delved into an Instagram 

Live conversation with Alok Johri, a 
Goa-based visual artist who shared his 
experience as an artist and discussed 
how art helps/impacts mental health

in personal and social growth.

Art and Mental Health -
A Live Conversation

KONNECTION

KSF was proud to have partnered with Sarathi Trust 
for Nagpur Pride to support and celebrate diversity, 
equality, and love!

Nagpur Pride



Students from Step By Step School visited the KSF team at The LaLiT New Delhi for Seva
project and Roopantaran project, for neurodivergent persons and trans individuals,

respectively. We raised awareness through the power of storytelling, wherein the students 
watched two short films and presented their observations on them, and got to interact with 

Trans individuals and hear their stories! It was an impactful day, indeed, and the students got 
to take away several learnings

Encouraging Empathy 

KSF collaborated with Sofia 
Educational and Welfare Society 

for a Calligraphy Workshop for 
the team at The LaLiT New Delhi 
and LGBTQ+ individuals. It was a 
relaxing activity, away from the 

daily hustle-bustle! 

Calligraphy Workshop Jaipur Queer Gulabi Pride
KSF partnered with Nayi Bhor Sanstha,

QSOcial, and other organizations for the 
Jaipur Queer Gulabi Pride from 25th - 

28th January! It was a wholesome feeling 
as we spread love and happiness in the 

streets of Jaipur!
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Delved into the heartwarming moments of the 
'What the Folx' event, where parents, allies, 
LGBTQIA community members, individuals with 
intellectual disabilities, and diverse backgrounds 
converged to share stories of acceptance and 
unity as a part of Mumbai queer pride month 
celebrations, celebrating love, understanding,
and a tapestry of beautiful connections.

What The Folx! With Harish Iyer
in Mumbai


